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Pctrological examination of a Late Neolithic mace head from Kingston upon 
Thames1 provides a useful addition to those listed by Roe.2 It would be 
described by Curwen as an 'egg-shaped macehead' , while its more angular 
outline might allow it to fall into Roe's category 'Ovoid B'.4 

The implement was found in 1965 during deep excavations for a multi-storey 
car-park in the town centre of Kingston. It was described by the developers5 as 
being found about 15ft. from the back wall of Marks and Spencer Ltd.,'' and 
about 16ft. deep in clay. This would place it firmly within the sediments of the 
ancient river channel discovered by archaeological investigations on adjacent 
sites.7 Found close to the macchcad was a pebble" and an ox bone.'' 

The implement is 90mm in length, 57mm wide, and 64mm thick, with a 
sub-circular section. It weighs 440 grms. The shafthole, placed slightly off 
centre, is generally circular, and is funnel-shaped with a minor chamfer at either 
end. Minimum diameter of the hole is 16mm, though upper and lower 
diameters are greater, at 28mm and 31mm respectively. The significance of the 
funnel-shaped hole is not clear. It may have accommodated a sleeve to aid 
hafting, or possibly allowed for a wedge to be driven into the shaft end to 
tighten the grip. Alternatively a tapered shaft may have been used to provide 
additional strength immediately below the head, the point most open to stress. 

Excavations at Eden Walk in 1977, some 100 metres to the southwest 
produced sherds of Mortlake ware and other occupation material that may be 
attributed to the same period as the macchead. This was recovered from the 
channel at a similar depth to the macchcad and was sealed by organic peat with a 
radiocarbon date of 1610±90 be,1" though it must be stressed that they are not 
necessarily stratigraphically related. Amongst flintwork from the same site an 
oblique tranchet derivative arrowhead would provide a more conservative 
association. 

Within South-East England a cluster of macchcad finds occur along the west 
London stretch of the Thames. Most of these are of the 'Thames Pestle' type," 
including one from Kingston itself,12 though a number of Ovoid maceheads of 
flint have been recovered." Land finds are rare. Surrey provides the nearest 
parallels to the Kingston example, with stone Ovoid types from Weybridge14 

and Ash, n while others arc recorded from Colnc Engaine and Braintree Mill in 
Essex, and Friston in Sussex."" Both Piggott17 and Roe1" have emphasised the 
association of stone maceheads with Grooved Ware pottery. Roe lists seven 
examples of Ovoid macehead associations with Grooved Ware, and only two 
possible associations with Peterborough Wares. Artifacts attributable to the 
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Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age periods in the London Basin perhaps need 
investigating in further detail. Implements such as 'Seamer' flint axes, and 
'Duggleby' adzes have been linked with the Grooved Ware-Macehead 
complex,19 and numbers of these have been found in the area.'" 

Surprisingly, with the exception of a few possible sherds from the Thames 
and one from Putney,21 no Grooved Ware has been found. Peterborough Wares 
however occur in greater quantities," especially in riverine locations in west 
London. 

Fig. 1. Late Neolithic stone macchead from Kingston upon Thames (V2). 
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A P P E N D I X : P E T R O L O G Y 
The fresh colour of the rock is blue-grey with prominent white feldspar phenocrysts and 

patches of dark minerals. In thin section the ground mass consists of short intcrgrown feldspar 
laths with some amphibole. It is difficult to determine the composition of the plagioclasc 
feldspar since the whole rock is severely sencitised and altered. The feldspar phenocrysts arc 
zoned, very turbid and subeuhedral and range from 3 m m to 5 m m in length. The patches of 
dark mineral were seen to be clots of small biotite crystals replacing hornblende. There is some 
sphene and magnetite present as minor constituent. The rock appears to be an andesite and the 
overall composition and texture suggest a source somewhere in the Breidden Hills of Nor th 
Wales. An outcrop near Shrewsbury seems a likely source. 
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